Mutation is a biased stochastic process, with some types of mutations occurring more frequently than others. 6 Previous work has used synthetic genotype-phenotype landscapes to study how such mutation bias affects adaptive 7 evolution. Here, we consider 746 empirical genotype-phenotype landscapes, each of which describes the binding affinity 8 of target DNA sequences to a transcription factor, to study the influence of mutation bias on adaptive evolution of 9 increased binding affinity. By using empirical genotype-phenotype landscapes, we need to make only few assumptions 10 about landscape topography and about the DNA sequences that each landscape contains. The latter is particularly 11 important because the set of sequences that a landscape contains determines the types of mutations that can occur along 12 a mutational path to an adaptive peak. That is, landscapes can exhibit a composition bias -a statistical enrichment of 13 a particular type of mutation relative to a null expectation -that is independent of any bias in the mutation process.
INTRODUCTION
are aligned. Fig. 4e reveals this positive correlation (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.13, p < 10 −4 ). 203 Fig. 4f shows the relative change in entropy (entropy max /entropy no bias ) in relation to the mutation bias parameter 204 α that maximized path entropy. It reveals that path entropy increased by up to 7-fold, and that the largest increases 205 were associated with the most extreme biases in mutation supply, either toward transitions or toward transversions. 206 In these cases, evolution became less predictable because an evolving population could traverse a greater diversity of 207 accessible mutational paths. In sum, these analyses reveal that mutation bias and composition bias interact to influence 208 the predictability of evolution, in most cases increasing predictability, but in many others decreasing it. Thus, whether 209 mutation bias acts as an orienting or dispersive factor in evolution depends upon the prevalence and type of composition 210 bias in the landscape.
211
Mutation bias influences the distribution of polymorphic populations in genotype-phenotype landscapes 212 We next explored how mutation bias influences adaptive evolution when the mutation supply is high and selection 213 is strong. Under these population genetic conditions, multiple mutations coexist in the population and compete for 214 fixation. Because this process is challenging to model analytically, we used computer simulations of a Wright-Fisher 215 model of evolutionary dynamics (Methods) . As in our previous analyses, we used the probability of reaching the 216 global peak as a measure of landscape navigability. We found that mutation bias has no effect on navigability in this 217 "pick-the-winner" regime ( Fig. S8) , as expected on theoretical grounds [25] . However, we reasoned that mutation 218 bias may still influence other properties of an evolving population, specifically those that depend upon the population's 219 distribution in the landscape. To explore this possibility, we used a measure called an overlap coefficient, which 220 quantifies the similarity of two populations as the proportion of individuals that are common to both (Methods). This 221 coefficient takes on its minimum value of 0 when there are no individuals in common between two populations; it takes 222 on its maximum value of 1 when both populations are identical, having the same individuals in the same proportions. A. V. Cano, February 20, 2020 We applied this measure to pairs of populations after they had evolved for 1000 generations, reaching steady state (Fig. 224 S9). As a baseline for comparison, we first calculated the overlap coefficient for pairs of replicate populations. That is, 225 pairs of populations with identical initial conditions, but with different random number generator seeds (Fig. 5a ). This 226 allowed us to assess how different we expect two evolved populations to be at steady state, due solely to the stochastic 227 nature of the evolutionary simulations. For replicate populations, the overlap coefficient ranged from 0.912 to 1, with 228 a median of 0.976 and a 75th percentile of 0.817 (Fig. 5b ). This indicates that while the stochastic nature of the corresponding to larger changes in population distribution.
238
Mutation bias and composition bias interact to influence the evolution of genetic diversity and mutational 239 robustness in polymorphic populations 240 We next asked how mutation bias interacts with composition bias to influence the evolution of genetic diversity.
241
We reasoned that when mutation bias is aligned with composition bias, evolving populations will be less constrained 242 in their exploration of the landscape and will therefore accumulate greater genetic diversity. To explore this possibility, 243 we measured the genetic diversity of populations at steady state using Shannon's diversity index (Methods). This 244 measure takes on its maximum value of 1 when the population comprises all possible individuals in equal proportions.
245
For DNA sequences, this means that all four bases are equally likely to appear at all positions in the sequence. The 246 measure takes on its minimum value of 0 when the population comprises N copies of just a single individual. Fig. 6a -e 247 shows that mutation bias can either increase or decrease genetic diversity, relative to an unbiased mutation supply, and 248 depending on whether mutation bias aligns with composition bias. This effect was most pronounced in landscapes with 249 strong composition bias, either toward transversions ( Fig. 6a ) or transitions (Fig. 6e) , and when the mutation supply 250 was high. For example, in landscapes with a strong composition bias toward transversions (Fig. 6a ), a bias in mutation 251 supply could change genetic diversity 1.9-fold when N µ = 50, but had almost no effect when N µ = 5. In these cases, 252 genetic diversity could reach levels higher than those observed on landscapes with little to no bias ( Fig. 6c ).
253
We then explored the potential consequences of these changes in genetic diversity. First, we characterized how 254 mutation bias and composition bias interact to influence the mutational robustness of binding sites in evolved populations 255 8 A. V. Cano, February 20, 2020 at steady state. We quantified the mutational robustness of an individual binding site as the fraction of all possible mutations to that site that created another site that was also part of the landscape [35, 37] . The mutational robustness 257 of a population of binding sites was then simply calculated as the average mutational robustness of its constituent sites.
258
Fig. 6f-j shows that mutation bias can increase or decrease the mutational robustness of an evolved population, relative 259 to an unbiased mutation supply, especially in landscapes with strong composition bias, either toward transversions 260 ( Fig. 6f ) or transitions (Fig. 6j ). In contrast, for landscapes with little to no composition bias ( Fig. 6h ), only the most 261 extreme values of mutation bias influenced mutational robustness. For landscapes with strong composition bias, the 262 changes in mutational robustness caused by mutation bias mirrored the changes observed for genetic diversity (compare 263 Fig. 6a and e to Fig. 6f and j). In these landscapes, therefore, a decrease in genetic diversity was associated with a 264 decrease in mutational robustness. Moreover, we observed that populations evolving on landscapes with composition 265 bias tended to be less mutationally robust at steady state. The reason is that landscapes with composition bias tended 266 to comprise genotypes with fewer mutational neighbors, relative to landscapes without composition bias ( Fig. S10 ).
267
When mutation bias aligned with composition bias, those genotypes with more mutational neighbors were more likely 268 to evolve, because the mutation bias oriented the population toward those genotypes.
269

Mutation bias influences the evolvability of polymorphic populations 270
Because mutational robustness is a cause of evolvability [21, 50, 51] , we explored whether mutation bias and 271 composition bias interact to influence evolvability -defined in this context as the ability of mutation to bring forth 272 new binding phenotypes [35] . To test this, we calculated the average number of transcription factors that bind the 273 one-mutant neighbors of any individual in the population at steady state, and computed the difference between these 274 averages for populations with a strong mutation bias toward transversions (α = 0.05), relative to an unbiased mutation 275 supply (α = 0.5), as well as toward transitions (α = 0.95), relative to an unbiased mutation supply. Fig. S11 whereas in M. musculus this ranged from plus 12 to minus 7 transcription factors (between ∼ 5% and ∼ 9%). These 282 observations suggest that mutation bias is capable of orienting evolving populations both toward and away from more 283 evolvable regions of genotype-phenotype landscapes. However, this effect is apparently independent of composition 284 bias. This may seem counterintuitive at first glance, because the interaction between mutation bias and composition bias 285 influences both genetic diversity and mutational robustness, two properties that facilitate evolvability [51]. However,
We report both mutation bias and composition bias relative to the null expectation that one transition occurs for 394 every two transversions. Letting Ti and T v represent mutation rates of transitions and transversions, respectively, we 395 define mutation bias as
397
A mutation bias of α = 0.5 corresponds to the null expectation of one transition per two transversions. Values below 398 0.5 mean there are more transversions than expected under the null, whereas values above 0.5 mean there are more 399 transitions than expected under the null.
400
Composition bias was measured in the same way, except with Ti and T v representing the number of transitions and 401 transversions in a landscape, or in an accessible mutational path to the global peak of a landscape.
402
Origin-fixation model of evolutionary dynamics 403 We used an origin-fixation model to study evolutionary dynamics when the mutation supply is low (N µ « 1). This 404 was implemented using Markov chains, a memoryless process that gives the jumping probability from one genotype i 405 to another genotype j using the matrix February 20, 2020 Then in general, the probability of going from any state to another state in a Markov chain given by the matrix P 412 (Eq (2)) after t steps is
Wright-Fisher model of evolutionary dynamics 415 We carried out simulations of a Wright-Fisher model to study evolutionary dynamics when the mutation supply 416 is high (N µ > 1). Each simulation was initialized with a monomorphic population comprising N copies of the same 417 sequence, chosen randomly from the bottom 10% of binding affinity values in the landscape. In each generation t,
418
N sequences were chosen from the population at generation t − 1 with replacement and with a probability that was 419 linearly proportional to binding affinity. Mutations were introduced to these sequences at a rate µ per sequence per 420 generation with a mutation bias α. For each of the 746 landscapes, we performed 10 replicate simulations for each 421 of 10 initial conditions, 19 linearly spaced mutation bias values between 0.05 and 0.95, and 3 mutation supply values 422 (N µ ∈ {5, 20, 50}). Each simulation ran for 1000 generations, which was sufficient to ensure that the population had 423 reached steady state.
424
Landscape navigability 425 As a measure of landscape navigability, we calculated the probability of reaching the global peak, starting from 426 the 10% of sequences in the dominant genotype network with the lowest binding affinity. For low mutation supply, 427 this was calculated as the average probability of going from the initial sequences to the global peak using Eq (5) to find the mutation bias parameters α min and α max that minimize and maximize the path entropy for each landscape.
437
Overlap coefficient 438 The overlap coefficient between two different polymorphic populations A and B was calculated as
where A and B are multisets -sets that permit multiple instances of an element. The cardinality of such multisets is 441 defined as
443 where the number of occurrences of the element x in the multiset is indicated by the multiplicity function m(x).
444
Then C is the multiset defined as C = A ∩ B, with multiplicity function
For example, if A = {1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3} and B = {1, 2, 2, 4}, then C = {1, 2, 2} and the overlap coefficient is O A, B = 0.75.
447
Genetic diversity 448 We measured the diversity of a population as the average Shannon's diversity per position per binding site. More 449 specifically, we first calculated Shannon's diversity for each position j in the binding site:
where p i is the frequency of allele i, which we computed as the fraction of sequences in the population with allele i.
452
Then we computed the diversity (H) of a binding site as the average of H i over all L = 8 positions: 
(4)
(2)
(1)
(2) For each landscape and combination of population size and mutation rate (N µ), we considered 10 replicates for each of 10 different initial conditions and 19 values of the mutation bias parameter α. Importantly, we used the replicate number to seed the random number generator of each evolutionary simulation, facilitating the comparison of variation across replicates versus across the mutation bias parameter α. For example, the matrix elements indicated in gray contain the information necessary to compare the effects of the mutation bias parameter with the stochasticity of the evolutionary simulations, for one initial condition. The % increase in binding affinity conferred by transition and transversion mutations along accessible mutational paths is shown in relation to the mutational distance of a binding site to the global peak. For each binding site in each accessible path at each mutational distance d, we calculated the increase in affinity as the percentage change at mutational distance d − 1 along the path, relative to the affinity of the binding site at distance d. Notches indicate medians, whiskers indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, and cross symbols indicate outliers. Mutational distances 1 and 2 exhibit statistically significant differences in the increase in binding affinity conferred by transitions and transversions (Bonferroni corrected two-sample t test, q< 10 −3 and q< 0.05, respectively). . Mutation bias has little to no effect on landscape navigability when the mutation supply is high. The probability P peak of reaching the global peak is shown for 19 different values of the mutation bias parameter α. This probability is calculated as the proportion of simulations in which at least half of the population evolves to the global peak. The solid vertical lines indicate no bias in mutation supply (α = 0.5). Landscapes are grouped based on their composition bias and the distribution of composition bias per panel is shown on top of each panel as in Fig. 3 . 
